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                it's dress up time...
            
 
                Spring Flings Ahead! 💐
            
  shop fan-fave 'fits 

 

 
                knock knock 🚪👋
            
 
                Fan-Fave Dresses Are Back in Stock!
            
  don’t miss out 

 

 
                Prep for Passover!
            
 
                Order by 4/10, 1PM ET w/ standard shipping
            
  get ready to gather 
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                Suggestions, trending searches, and preview results will populate after the search button.
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   shop new clothing
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   shop dresses
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   shop jumpsuits & rompers
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   shop jewelry
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   shop white
clothing
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   shop all
clothing



 
 





   
  
    check out the gift guide
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   shop loungewear
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   shop new home arrivals
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   shop kitchen & dining
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   glow and behold: new arrivals








        Top-Rated Picks

        
 Shop All
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  CUSTOMER FAVORITE


The Colette Cropped Linen Pants by Maeve


★★★★★


"The only pant for me these days! Comfy, chic, and easy to dress up or down."



 
 shop now
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  CUSTOMER FAVORITE


Bubble Letter Monogram Necklace


★★★★★


"I love how the chain isn't very long so the pendant is always in view!"



 
 shop now
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  CUSTOMER FAVORITE


The Somerset Maxi Dress


★★★★★


"It's the perfect all-seasons dress. AND it has pockets!"



 
 shop now
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  CUSTOMER FAVORITE


Ruffle Marble Decorative Bowl


★★★★★


"I was surprised by the weight of this bowl. It is beautiful and heavy."



 
 shop now
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    More to Explore
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  For a Mother Like No Other



 
 explore our gift guide
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  Home At Last: Spring '24



 
 tour the whole collection
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  Our NEW (!) Fragrance



 
 introducing Flora, Zest & Ember
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  NEW! Regenerative Cotton



 
 shop need-now basics










  About Us

Our mission at Anthropologie has always been to surprise and delight you with unexpected, distinctive finds for your closet and home. We source and craft all of our products with care, ensuring that any treasure you find at Anthropologie is unique, just like you. Explore our dresses shop to find styles and fits perfect for any occasion, from cocktail party dresses to wedding guest dresses to casual daytime silhouettes. Shop Anthropologie Weddings and take a look at our selection of wedding dresses and bridesmaids dresses. Browse party skirts, wide-leg pants and jeans, and blouses that will turn heads. Complete your look with uncommon accessories—think only-here slides and head-turning totes. Discover our expansive home collections, from furniture to curtains, decorative pillows to duvets, wall art to Moroccan-inspired rugs. Looking for a housewarming gift? Try a coffee table book, original glassware or a set of coasters.



 






 
   
  


        
        
        
        
        
        
        

        
        

        
            

        
            

        
            
            

        
        

    